
Success factors of 
our quality lubricants. 
Since 1847.



The human factor

We have the products. We have the technology. We have the capacity. And above all: We 

have the people. Their ideas, their creative power and their commitment form the basis for our 

continual growth. In order to safeguard this, we regularly create new jobs and continue to com-

mit ourselves to the location of Germany. Quality lubricants made in Germany. Manufactured 

in our state-of-the-art production, filling and packaging plants at our Saarlouis location.

The tradition factor

The roots of our mineral oil company stretch back into 1847. Lubricants for carriages, grease 

for horse hooves and linseed oils were in great demand as the pace of industrialization in 

Germany increased. It was a demand that back then the company‘s founder, Gustav Meguin, 

was well able to satisfy. This profound understanding of the needs of customers remains one of 

the pillars of our success.

Meguin through the ages. The people developed the tradi-
tional company from a manufacturer of greases for horse 
hooves into an internationally active mineral oil company.





The product range factor

Our comprehensive range and our quality have been well known around the world for deca-

des. We offer lubricants for cars, commercial vehicles and industry, including numerous special 

products such as industrial gear oils. We also play an important role in the area of motor oil 

development and production, including with oils for low speed pre-ignition (LSPI) or fuel econo-

my oils that reduce fuel consumption.

The capacity factor

We are constantly investing in the expansion of our production capacity: We currently have a 

tank storage capacity of 18 million liters and our raw material and recipe tanks currently num-

ber over 140 storage tanks. A state-of-the art matrix distributor ensures efficient material flow. 

Innovative technology provides for optimized operational processes and supports filling ope-

rations that cover a range of 250 ml small containers right through to 205 l large containers.

The internationality factor

The world is our market! We do not leave opportunities for growth arising from the opening of 

new global markets up to chance. Instead, we rely on our expertise, vision and the consistently 

high quality of our products all around the world in order to position Meguin globally together 

with our international sales partners. We are there for you – wherever and whenever you need 

us. You can put your trust in our decades of experience on the international markets.

Made in Germany quality: Our products are manufactured 
in Saarlouis and then sent around the world.



Meguin’s customers hail from all around the 
world. In addition to our emphasis on cars 
and commercial vehicles, we are also active 
in branches such as mining, manufacturing 
trades and industry.



The progress factor

Development means teamwork. We involve our customers and work together to advance pro-

jects. Our oil specialists are valuable partners in the event of requests for special products. 

We also maintain close contact with the automotive industry because only those companies 

that satisfy the specifications of the vehicle manufacturers obtain manufacturer approval for the 

motor oil. There is a reason that our oils have the most current approvals. Progress also means 

always looking at least one step ahead. We therefore continue to develop innovations in order 

to start building tomorrow’s success today. Together with you.

The quality factor

With long-term partnerships, we secure the supply of high-quality base oils, additive packages 

and all other ingredients for production. In addition, research and development is performed 

in its entirety in our own laboratory with state-of-the-art equipment. It is where we implement a 

regular regime of monitoring of the quality of our products. This begins as early as the selection 

of all raw materials. Only high-quality ingredients make it into our products. Which means 

you only get the best quality. From the delivery to the shipment, all raw materials and final 

products are subject to strict inspections. Furthermore, the certifications in accordance with 

DIN EN ISO 9001, DIN EN ISO 14001 and DIN EN ISO 50001 further emphasize our 

promised quality.

The environment factor

Environmentally sound manufacturing processes and compliance with the strictest environmen-

tal specifications are of the utmost importance to us. A striking example here is the complex 

pigging technology in our central recipe storage tanks with matrix distributor. Here the lines 

of our eight main production lines are cleaned with the greatest efficiency upon every recipe 

change before filling the new oil. The result: considerably less flushing oil. An investment that 

has positive environmental effects. Environmental compatibility is also the highest priority for our 

products. We maintain close contact to the Federal Environment Office for this reason. Further 

proof: The Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology has proven the environmentally friendly 

effects of additives on oils and fuels.

Monitoring from the very beginning: In the end, the 
quality of the raw materials has a critical effect on the 
quality of our final products.



Lubricants with the greatest benefits –
developed in our own laboratory. 
For customers from the SME and industry sectors.
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